The article is dedicated to the precise analysis of the social networking websites’ linguistic personality realization in English, German and Ukrainian digital environment. The article takes into account the disparity in terms of both English, German, Ukrainian social and cultural aspects, as well as behavior patterns from the sociolinguistic and digital dimension perspective. The aim is to identify, pinpoint and analyze both social and cultural dynamic of the information circulating on social networks with reference the pandemic and the distinguishing features of the response and users’ behavior obtained from the English, German and Ukrainian audience. The materials acquired as a result of a careful data analysis of Google analytics, international and national scientific literary sources, social networking websites, information provided by the statistical portals and Internet-platforms, academic journals, blogs serve as the materials of our research. Based upon a precise analysis of the data of explanatory dictionaries of the English, German and Ukrainian languages, the tendency of creating linguistic mechanisms in the system of development of English, German and Ukrainian lexical environment was traced. The revaluation of everyday communication practices and daily living patterns occurred as a consequence of the COVID related public health restrictions and the essential measures taken to prevent the outbreak of the disease. The reconstruction of the semantic structure of lexical units with the nomination COVID enabled us to analyze the impact of the pandemic on the modern scientific paradigm of general linguistics, which manifests itself in the formation of new lexemes and idioms; in the change of semantics of already existing lexemes from secondary to primary nomination. The impact of the current pandemics towards the realization of linguistic personality in the English, German and Ukrainian languages has been proved. The investigations on the language studies arena, it was found out that the society tend to implement the euphemistic related devices and mild register stylistic notions in the discourse. The pandemic reflected not only our daily living patterns but the communication and behavior patterns as well as left the imprint in the digital dimension.
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Introduction. In the fast-growing world of communication, social media and social networks as means of mass communication play an increasingly significant role. Being a new way of communicative interaction, they have become the main source of news and information. Taking into consideration the rise in the use of phones, tablets, laptops and other gadgets, this trend is expected to be in the limelight for long, hence the question about the amount of time people spend in the web is not even rhetorical.

According to the Global Digital Overview unveiled by Hootsuite in 2020, every year people spend 10 minutes more in the Internet. It is alleged at this juncture an average Internet-user spends no less than 135 minutes a day in the social media, such as Facebook, TikTok, Instagram, LinkedIn, Google+, Twitter, Clubhouse, MySpace and the other blogs or social networking sites that help the Internet-surfers to create profiles and interact with people all over the world whilst exchanging the information of various content (Digital, 2020).

Reuters Institute Digital News Report asserted the impact of social media towards the society is highly underrated. Owing to the precise analysis of Reuters Institute Digital News Report it was figured out at least 43% of people find their news on social networks via getting messages from their friends or followers rather than through search engines (Neuer Wortschatz, 2020).

With reference to the data provided by Easy Media Internet-platform, 57% of the representatives of generation Z also concede they would rather click on a news link they received from someone they are already acquainted with rather than information that is associated with the other sources (even if they have already been aware of the other Internet-platforms before) (Matsko).

In the context of comparative linguistics, no attempts have been made to deliver an all-embracing review of the COVID pandemic influence in respect to the social networking websites’ linguistic personality realization in English, German and Ukrainian digital environment, which determines the relevance of our research.

The aim of our investigation is to identify, pinpoint and analyze both social and cultural dynamic of the information circulating on social networks with reference the pandemic and the distinguishing features of the response and users’ behavior it got from the English, German and Ukrainian audience.

The materials acquired as a result of a careful data analysis of Google analytics, international and national scientific literary sources, social networking websites, information provided by the statistical portals and Internet-platforms, academic journals, blogs serve as the materials of our research.

Theoretical Review. The works of such linguists as I. Holubovska, Yu. Karaulova, M. Kocherhan, O. Taranenko, V. Kostomarov, N. Sharmanov are devoted to the problems of the analysis of the constructs “disease” and “health” as a multifaceted phenomenon. The distinguishing features of linguistic representation of these terms were also considered from the standpoint of cognitology, culturology, lexical semantics, and semiotics by such scholars as O. Viktorina, O. Dunaiuksa, V. Krasnykh, O. Palchevska, L. Fedoriuk.

Having performed a precise analysis of the data of explanatory dictionaries of the English, German and Ukrainian languages, the tendency of creating linguistic mechanisms in the system of development of English, German and Ukrainian environment was traced.

With reference to the literature review, we took the heed of the scientific papers of such scholars as...
G. Lakoff, S. Herring, T. Erickson, M. Montgomery, D. Crystal, D. Graber, N. Fairclough, C. Honeycutt, H. Maturana, M. McLuhan and U. Meinhof as they addressed the issues of the distinguishing features and speech characteristics of language personality linguo-social modeling facets.

**Results and Discussion.** *The New York Times*

compared the analytics of the global Internet usage with the pre-COVID and post-pandemics reality we face nowadays, revealing the way our behaviors have been altered (Matsko). Due to the discrepancies in the opinions of the authorities’ representatives when the lockdown stagnation period comes to the end, people had to grapple with the relative communication obscurities that led to the unprecedented increase in the usage of messaging in social media websites. The COVID related public health restrictions and the essential measures taken to prevent the outbreak of the disease and diminish the transmission rates made a contribution to the daily living patterns and induced people all over the world make a revaluation of the language studies arena, it was found out that the relative communication obscurities that led to the unprecedented increase in the usage of messaging in social media websites. The COVID related public health restrictions and the essential measures taken to prevent the outbreak of the disease and diminish the transmission rates made a contribution to the daily living patterns and induced people all over the world make a revaluation of the everyday communication practices (Lawson, 2020). The limitations over the social gatherings make the individuals encompass the functions of the social media outlets to compensate the absence of the face-to-face interaction which extended to almost all European countries.

After the miscellaneous investigations on the language studies arena, it was found out that the English-speaking society tend to shift the emphatics in the communicative situations associated with the social distancing, isolation or stay-at-home orders. Real communication frontiers gave an impetus to the implementation of the euphemistic related devices and mild register stylistic notions in order to integrate the substitution of the coronavirus correlated designations (Shepherd, 2004: 88).

For instance, such nomination as “to be ill” was identified by the one which was altered, in both formal and informal digital correspondence the Internet-users substituted it by the notions “to feel not very well”, “to prey to”, “to martyr to” (Lutovinova, 2009: 74). Still, it also gave a chance to embrace one’s creative and humorous side which make the others create unusual variants of notifying friends and colleagues one had been COVID-positive (Lawson, 2020). Instead of uttering “I have COVID” or posting the correspondent status on social networks, the users informed their followers about the adverse health condition by posting selfies with the caption underneath which sound as follows:

– “Congratulate me, I’m on my coronacation” (although initially the lexeme “coronacation” was a forced vacation when the office workers were staying at home not getting any money refund from their boss for taking several days, weeks or even months off in a row, it is also implied when one is infected with such a virus (Lawson, 2020). The German equivalent is “Ich bin auf die Corona-Reise gegangen” or “Ich have die Corona-Reise gemacht”. It contains two units – “die Corona” and “die Reise”, where the last can be translated into English as “journey” (Neuer Wortschatz, 2020). The Ukrainians have almost the identical ideas, as the Ukrainian word for the German “die Corona-Reise” and English “coronation” sounds “koronapodorozh” (Matsko), which is related to the English variant more, as “podorozh” conveys a meaning “trip” or “tour” of any kind);

– “It’s finally my turn to take part in the largest corona party ever” (despite the fact several months ago the lexical item “corona party” (the other English manifestations are “COVID party” and “lockdown party” correspondingly) was believed to stand for the gathering of people whose number reached such a level it was impossible not to get infected with a widespread disease, this particular seme has got one more meaning – it can be applied when too many COVID-infected individuals gathered in one room and do not have a choice but to stay with each other at least for two weeks (Lawson, 2020). There is a direct equivalent of the same phrase in the German language – “die Corona-Party” (Duden, 2020), however, it is not mentioned with the same emphatics that often. The Ukrainian language also conveys the expression “koronavechirka” and even the variant related to the Slavic traditional gatherings – “koronavirusni vechornytsi” (Matsko), where the second seme was created from the word “evening” (Ukr. “vechir”) that is widely used to refer to the festivities when the youngsters gathered together, seeking for the entertainment, dancing and music);

– “I’m in your quaranteam” (“quaranteam” refers to the people who share one accommodation during the epidemic – it is not of great significance whether the personalities knew each other before (Lawson, 2020). Also, it can be addressed to those who are now ill and virtually join the COVID-infected society. There is a connotation in the German language “der Corona-Freund” (concerns males) and “die Corona-Freundin” (deals with females only) that reflects the same sense. Moreover, in the German language there is even an abstract notion for such communication – it is called “die Corona-Freundschaft” that means “friendship during the COVID time” and is rather neutral Neuer Wortschatz, 2020). If one wants to sound more categoric, he or she can mention the word “die Infektionsgemeinschaft” that can be applied to the whole virtual COVID-community (Duden, 2020). It
comprises two words – “infection” and “community”, where the first one defines which feature the society members are united by;

- “Guess who is one more coronamember” (“coronamember” is the one who has already joined the “quaranteam” (Lawson, 2020));
- “I’ll tell you a coronavirus joke now, but you’ll have to wait two weeks to see if you got it” (if the previous collocations were typical for the English or German languages only, this one serves as an example how both the British and Ukrainians humor looks like);
- “Miss Rona checked me on” (sometimes the lexical item “Miss Rona” is replaced with the slang words “Corona Bae” or “Quarantine Babe” (Neuer Wortschatz, 2020; Kress, 2001). “Bae” is the English acronym for “before anyone else”, it is another word for “honey”, “sweetie” or “darling”);
- “In two weeks I gonna take a reverse quarantine” (which conveys a sense one is ill right now, forced to stay at home, therefore he will do his best not to return home the next two weeks after being sure he can not infect the others anymore);
- “My weather for the next two weeks will be a room temperature” (the Internet-users are creating a lot of jokes based on the names of the most popular resorts among foreigners and combining different lexical items in a funny way. Therefore, the picture “Guess what will be your next destination – Las Kitchens, Los Lounges, Santa Bedrooms, Porto Gardenas, Los bed, Costa Del Balconia, 5th bathroom, La Rotonda De Sofa” (Digital, 2020) gained such a popularity among Ukrainians, British and Germans that Amazon even started to sell the notebooks, posters and stickers with the same text item on);
- “For the next two weeks my hands will consume more alcohol than my mouth” (in this case alcohol refers to antiseptics);
- “Can not believe I will gain COVID-10 soon” (also known as “quarantine 15”, this one is popular because of the funny rhyme one can create (Lawson, 2020); we can draw the allusion to the commonly used first-students’ expression “freshman 15” that concerns the amount of weight the disciples get during their first year either at college, or any other educational institution. The result of such an unusual weight gain is the irregular food supply, enormous alcohol intake, new living conditions one needs to get used to, no physical exercises and the increased level of stress. It appears that coronavirus has a profound impact on a patients’ life as well, accordingly, the increased sitting time, no possibilities to take a stroll, stress-eating and poor mental health also leads to the same consequences. If the Ukrainians do not seem to have the correspondences to such a phrase, the German equivalent is “der Coronaspeck”. It is composed of two words – “die Corona” and “der Speck”, which can be translated into English as “Corona bacon” or “Corona fat” (Neuer Wortschatz, 2020). If “COVID-10” refers to weight one can get having no choice but to stay at home because of the symptoms the doctors or medical staff have detected, the Germans can apply this variant whilst discussing the weight they got after getting a habit of eating more than usual due to the work from home initiatives. The fact worth our attention is the number of jokes one can find on the net – “If I keep stress-eating at this level, the buttons on my shirt will start socially distancing from each other”).

There are several collocations and set expressions that have nothing in common with the English and German set expressions – one of the most widespread utterance on the Ukrainian social networking sites is “Atlant zatavy hrechi” (Ukr. “Atlant bought some buckwheat”), which is a pun to the name of the famous book of Ayn Rand “Atlas Shrugged” (the twist is in Ukrainian the title of the novel sounds “Atlant rozpravyv plechi” that creates a funny rhyme with the previous variations, created by the Internet-users) (Matsko). In such a way the individuals mock at the fact they had bought a strategic product and now feel safe – food the Ukrainians can not imagine their life without. In spite of the fact it is not always used in all the cases as the way how to let the others know one is infected, still, this status gained momentum on different digital Ukrainian platforms. The German web-users also have similar puns related to the food and dishes – one of the posts that became viral sounded “I’m ill, I’ve got the Wurst Käse scenario”. It is unusual that in this sentence two languages are mixed – the first part is written in English, meanwhile two German words “der Käse” (Eng, “cheese”) and “die Wurst” (Eng, “sausage”) are inserted (Duden, 2020). The author of the phrase did it on purpose as it sounds almost identical to the English “I’ve got the worst scenario” which does not have anything to do with bad or sad news – it highlights one has bought a large amount of products beforehand not to worry about anything.

Sometimes the expressions mentioned are so convoluted it is difficult to identify one is intended to report about the changes in his or her health outcomes. For examples, the English phrase “Never thought the big weekend can make me so sad” (Lawson, 2020) or the Ukrainian respond “It’s a matter of taste, perhaps, so can’t give you a comprehensive answer” (Matsko), where “big weekends” give a slight clue the days off do not make a person happy and “it’s a matter of taste” touches on the symptoms of COVID (namely, loss of taste and smell).

The interesting fact is that the posts about recovery are also accompanied by the expressions of the figurative language one sticks to in order to reach
the others out with good news. The semes “I have recovered” are replaced with the unusual “You’ve had your fun, Rona, but the party’s over” (Lawson, 2020) (the German correspondence sounds “Meine Corona-Partys beendet haben” (Duden, 2020), “2020 / 2021 is the strictest parent I’ve ever had but now I am”, “I’ve escaped my 2 weeks Corona prison” (Lawson, 2020).

The conducted scientific research allows to draw the following conclusions. The reconstruction of the semantic structure of lexical units with the nomination “COVID” enabled us to analyze the impact of the pandemic on the modern scientific paradigm of general linguistics, which manifests itself in the formation of new lexemes and idioms; in the change of semantics of already existing lexemes from secondary to primary nomination. The pandemic is also reflected in the new behavior of communicators. New rules of etiquette were formed and established. The quarantine put native speakers into new conditions, which influenced not only the statuses in social networks, but also the least manifestation of situational humour types in official and business discourse, as well as the formation of neologisms and idioms. Real communicative boundaries have given rise to the introduction of euphemistic means and stylistic concepts of soft register to integrate the substitution of denotations correlated with the coronavirus. The article traces the realization of linguistic personality in the English, German and Ukrainian languages. The pandemic reflected not only our daily living patterns but the communication and behavior patterns as well left a footprint in the digital dimension.

The prospect of further research is to consider the implementation of “COVID” concept from another sociolinguistic perspective and make a comparative analysis of the same notions in the other languages.
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